Behavioural Leadership Conference
Talk Synopses - 18th May 2022
Doors open at 8am for an 9am start. The conference will close at 3.15pm

Speaker

Talk Synopsis

Andrew Bull
Arcadis

How to Bring ‘Failing’ Projects Back Around
Andrew will share personal lessons and experiences from some of the
largest and most complex UK infrastructure programmes. He will provide
practical steps to analyse various modes of failure and simple strategies
to improve project performance.

Arne Knaben
Volvo Construction
Equipment

Culture Eat Process for Breakfast
Inspired by a career spent travelling the world, Arne will share pivotal
moments that have influenced his perspective, style and approach to
building and maintaining a culture wherever you are.

Bruce Faulkner
3 Simple Rules

Hijacked And Turned Into A Buzzword
Frustrated by other people’s behaviour? Want to learn how to escape
the traps and chaos that others create? Bruce will share how he uses a
simple “say and do” definition to make the word ‘behaviour’ useful again.

Cat Cliffe
Octavius
Infrastructure Ltd

It’s Not Easy Being A Sustainable Leader
Cat will explore some of the challenges presented by going green
and delivering sustainable outcomes in the construction industry;
discussing how leaders need to exhibit curiosity, collaboration and
clarity to influence the ways in which long-term sustainable solutions are
developed and delivered.

Garry Sanderson
Visualyze Solutions

Do You Suffer From Back-to-Back Pain?
Fuelled by COVID-19, many of our calendars are chronically infected
with back-to-back meetings, to perhaps concerning levels. What does
this mean for us and what can we do about it?

Howard Lees
Hollin

The (Mostly) Positively Reinforcing Workplace
Howard will describe in simple terms how his ambition for positively
reinforcing workplaces can be realised without too much blood sweat
and tears!

Joanne Benjamin
Psychological Safety
and Rachel Edwards Rachel and Joanne will run an interactive exercise focusing on
Hollin
psychological safety.
Sam White
Costain

Taking the Plunge
When we are plunged into an unsettling scenario, fear can set in
and cloud judgement. Sam will focus on how to engage leadership
behaviours to turn an overwhelming situation into one of calm and order.
He will provide advice about rising above adversity, remaining true to
your authentic self and engaging the key characteristics of leadership:
trust, resilience, and patience.

Tommy Taylor;
Sale Sharks

Feedback Lessons from Professional Sport
Tommy will be discussing feedback in professional sport - including
some dramatically differing environments - and how the act of receiving
feedback became a key focus for him.

To book your place, either visit our website or email nicola@hollin.co.uk to set up an invoice.

